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High Activation of Sb During Solid-Phase Epitaxy
and Deactivation During Subsequent Thermal Process

Kunihiro Suzuki, Senior Member, IEEE,and Hiroko Tashiro

Abstract—Ion-implanted Sb is activated with higher concentra-
tions than at thermal equilibrium during solid phase epitaxy, this
Sb being deactivated at thermal equilibrium during the subsequent
thermal process. It seems that Sb is trapped at the lattice sites at
values above solid solubility during solid phase epitaxy and the dif-
fusion of dopants degrades the resistance, as dopants begin to ag-
gregate and deactivate. We showed that the onset of the increase in
resistance is related to the diffusion length of Sb. By using a thermal
process before deactivation, we could obtain shallow junctions with
low resistance.

Index Terms—Activation, anneal, deactivation, ion implanta-
tion, Sb, solid phase epitaxy.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE SCALING theory requires shallow junctions with a
decreasing gate length [1]–[4] and Sb is used to form such

shallow junctions due to its sharp ion-implantation profiles and
low-diffusion coefficient [5]–[7]. It has been reported that Sb is
activated at lower temperatures [8] and for this reason we can
fabricate shallow junctions with low resistance. Here, we in-
vestigate the phenomenon over a wide temperature range and
clarify the mechanism to obtain highly activated Sb and the
thermal budget required to maintain this low resistance.

II. EXPERIMENT

We used an Si (100) 10-cm p-type substrate and implanted
Sb ions with an energy of 5 keV and a dose of 510 cm .
These substrates were subjected to various thermal processes.
We evaluated the sheet resistance of the ion-implanted layer
using a four-point probe, Sb concentration profiles using sec-
ondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), and amorphous layer
thickness with a transmission electron microscope (TEM).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 1 shows the dependence of sheet resistanceon tem-
perature, and Fig. 2 shows the dependence ofon time. is
almost constant between 600 and 900C for 1 s annealing, in-
creases below 500 C, and also increases in the temperature
region exceeding 900 C (Fig. 1). decreases with time for
low temperatures below 500C [Fig. 2(a)] while it increases
at temperatures exceeding 800C [Fig. 2(b)]. increases with
time and then decreases at 1100C, and also at 700 C for
times longer than 5 10 s.
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Fig. 1. Dependence of sheet resistance on temperature.

Fig. 2. Time evolution of sheet resistance. (a) 450, 500, and 600C. (b) 700,
800, 900, 1000, and 1100C.

We explain these events as follows.
The Sb ion implantation forms a continuous amorphous

layer. In the early stages of the thermal process, solid phase
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 3. TEM photomicrograph during solid phase epitaxy at 450C. (a) As impl. (b) 30 s. (c) 120 s.

epitaxy occurs and a higher Sb concentration is activated than
at thermal equilibrium. The Sb diffuses to form clusters and
the thermal equilibrium for solid solubility can be established
after the chemical reaction that forms the clusters is completed.
Therefore, this anomalous low resistance should be related
to the quite high solid phase epitaxial speed rather than the
diffusion speed.

Solid phase epitaxy gets underway temperatures as low as
450 C. Therefore, the thickness of the low resistance layer
increases with time and decreases correspondingly. After the
completion of solid phase epitaxial growth, the Sb diffuses and
forms clusters and deactivation starts, resulting in an increased

. After the thermal equilibrium for clustering has been estab-

lished, further diffusion results in an average lower doping con-
centration, and decreased.

We will now verify the validity of the above model.
We evaluated the amorphous layer thickness by TEM. Fig. 3

is a TEM micrograph of samples annealed at 450C where a
10-nm-thick amorphous layer was formed after ion implanta-
tion and epitaxial regrowth. Fig. 4 shows the dependence of the
amorphous layer thickness on time. The average regrowth rate
was 0.038 nm/s, though it depends on the orientation, doping
concentration, and dopant type [9]. Our extracted regrowth rate
is within the reported values in Fig. 5.

We next evaluated the active Sb concentration in the regrowth
layer.
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Fig. 4. Dependence of amorphous layer thickness on annealing time.

Fig. 5. Reported dependence of regrowth rate on temperature. Our extracted
values are also shown.

Fig. 6 shows the as-implanted SIMS Sb profiles . After
regrowth was completed, we assumed that Sb had activated
completely and had a maximum active concentration of.
Therefore, the activated profile is

for

for
(1)

which is indicated by the solid line in Fig. 6(a). If solid phase
epitaxy is underway, is given by

in the amorphous layer

in the crystalline layer
(2)

which is shown in Fig. 6(b). We verified the Sb profiles are
almost the same as the implanted profile at temperatures below
600 C with the time used in this experiment. Therefore, we
used an implanted SIMS profile in (1) and (2). We have also
assumed the same electron mobility as Aroraet al. [10], which
is

(3)

Fig. 6. Ion-implanted Sb profile and predicted active Sb concentration. (a)
Completion of solid phase epitaxy. (b) Solid phase epitaxy is incomplete.

and is

(4)

The constant independent of temperature is about 400/Sq.,
as shown in Fig. 1. In this region, we can assume that the crystal
regrowth was completed while the diffusion of Sb is negligible.
Therefore, we can evaluate the correspondingusing (1), (3)
and (4) and identify . Fig. 7 shows the dependence ofon

. An experimental of around 400 /Sq. in Fig. 1 is repro-
duced with an of 2 10 cm . This value is much larger
than the reported values for the solid solubility of Sb [11], [12]
as shown in Fig. 8. This means that a higher Sb concentration
is activated than at thermal equilibrium, and the value is unaf-
fected by temperature.

We have assumed that Sb is fully activated but the maximum
value is of 2 10 cm [Fig. 6(b)]. We evaluated the
dependence of on time using (2)–(4) (Fig. 3). Our model cor-
relates well with experimental data as shown in Fig. 9 and the
decrease of is explained by the increase in thickness of the
epitaxial layer.

Sb should diffuse to form clusters. When the diffusion length
for Sb reaches the average distance for Sb to aggregate,in-
creases although we do not know what diffusion length is re-
quired for this. Therefore, we can use the diffusion length for the
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Fig. 7. Dependence of sheet resistance onN .

Fig. 8. Comparison of reported solid solubility of Sb at maximum active
concentration during solid phase epitaxy.

criticism of the increase in . This feature is exactly the same as
those in [13]–[15], where impurities are activated at high tem-
peratures and deactivation occurs during the subsequent lower
temperature process.

The diffusion coefficient of Sb in Si is given by [6]

cm s

(5)

where is the intrinsic carrier concentration, and given by [16]

cm (6)

is the electron concentration. During the diffusion before the
onset of the increase in, we assume is the maximum acti-
vated value of 2 10 cm .

The diffusion length is defined by

(7)

Fig. 10 shows the dependence of the diffusion length on time
for various temperatures. Resistance starts to increase when
is about 5 nm.

Fig. 9. Comparison of experimental sheet resistance on time with our model.

Fig. 10. Dependence of diffusion length on time.

Fig. 11. Concentration profiles for Sb diffusion at 1100C.

The onset time for the resistance increase is 210 s for
600 C, 2 10 s for 700 C, 5 10 s for 800 C, 25 s for
900 C, and 2 s for 1000C (Fig. 10). This roughly corresponds
to the time when increases from 400 /Sq. to around 550

/Sq.
Fig. 11 shows diffusion profiles at 1100C for 120 s. The

redistribution is significant, as was expected, and the estimated
is close to the value in Fig. 1. Therefore, the decrease of

after the increase due to deactivation can be explained by con-
ventional diffusion, that is, the total amount of activated impu-
rity increases. Furthermore, the average doping concentration
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decreases, and the average mobility increases, resulting in a de-
crease in with time.

IV. SUMMARY

We investigated the activation and deactivation phenomenon
of ion-implanted Sb. The Sb was activated with a higher concen-
tration than at thermal equilibrium in the solid phase epitaxial
layer before being deactivated during the subsequent thermal
process. This deactivation is related to the formation of Sb clus-
ters. We found that the increase in resistance is related to the dif-
fusion coefficient of Sb, and that the corresponding onset time
for deactivation can be evaluated as the diffusion length of about
5 nm. Using this thermal condition, we can obtain junctions and
low resistance with higher activation than solid solubility.
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